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Abstract— Now a day’s rapid growth in internet usage of people’s. So every person sharing his or her 

opinion about any interested topic in social network sites like facebook, twitter, blogs and web forums. It 

contains contain huge amount of unused data shared by the people. Sentiment analysis is process for 

extracting information from user’s opinions shared on social sites. However there is rarely focus on the 

traffic related problems like (injuries, fatalities, heavy area traffic and working zone) which shared by 

peoples on social sites. The focus of this paper is to collect traffic related information’s shared by all the 

people’s on social networking sites, wiki’s, online forms, news, announcements, etc. Also implement Traffic 

Sentiment Analysis (TSA) system using the rule based approach. Specifically, the rule based works the 

sentiment pattern matching with our proposed effective rules capable of extracting traffic related opinions. It 

finds sentiment polarity after processing and give result in format of positive, negative and neutral form.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

            Sentiment analysis is also termed as Opinion mining.  It is a computational 

exploration of people‟s opinion, attitude and feelings toward an entity or things [1]. 

Sentiment analysis is identify the sentiment expressed in terms of in text then analyses it. 

Sentiment analysis finds the opinions also identify the sentiment which is expressed and 

find out the polarity in terms of positive, negative or neutral [2]. For the most part, 

sentiment analysis finds the tendency of people‟s about any subject or the general feeling 

content. Because of the exponential upgrade in the internet utilization and submission of 

opinion for an entity on the internet, sentiment analysis turns into a vital procedure in 

today's life. Sentiment analysis can be classified with three levels as per calculating 

sentiment as document level, sentence level and aspect or entity level. 
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In the document level is whole document gives the sentiment as positive, negative or 

neutral as information in determined area. For instance, given an item review, the system 

figures out if the audit communicates a general positive, negative or neutral assessment 

about the item [4][6]. In the sentence level goes to the sentences and figures out if every 

sentence communicated a positive, negative, or unbiased assessment.  Both the document 

level and the sentence level examinations don't find what precisely individuals preferred 

and did not like.  For example, document-level opinion mining identifies the overall 

subjectivity or sentiment expressed on an entity in a review document, but it does not 

associate opinions with specific aspects of the entity [10]. In sentiment analysis indicates 

an entity or an attribute of an entity on which users express their opinions. In this level the 

identification of such aspect level opinion and find sentiment of it [9] [10]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

            M. Hu and B. Liu [15] developed an approach called class sequential rules to 

extracting option features from product reviews based on semantic patterns. In this work, M. 

Hu and B. Liu proposed a more principled mining method based on sequential pattern mining 

called Class Sequential Rules (CSR). As its name indicates, the sequence of words is 

considered automatically in the mining process. Here, mine sequential rules can be applied 

which can be mined from a set of labelled training sequences of words and part-of-speech 

tags. In learning-based sentiment classification requires sufficiently large training data sets 

with positive and negative examples manually labelled, which are often very costly and time 

consuming [9].                    

 

L. Ku‟s et al. designed an approach to opinion summarization summarizes opinions of 

articles by telling sentiment polarities, degree and the correlated events in news and blog 

corpora. Ku‟s designed algorithms for Opinion extraction mines opinions at word, sentence 

and document levels from articles. As per algorithms find out the sentiment words in 

sentences which is preceded by negation operator then reverse sentiment polarity. [14] 

 

As above existing work of Ku‟s algorithm with sentiment analysis, here sentiment analysis of 

traffic web based data using rule based approach. In our system providing set of rules for 

calculating polarity which will be given accuracy as above said algorithm.  
 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Sentiment analysis of web based traffic data system includes three phases of system.  

1) Traffic Data Sets 2) Pre-processing of Data 3) Calculation and Evaluation. 

 

Firstly, collect the all the public opinion regarding traffic from online forums, News, 

Announcement‟s, traffic websites and social networking (facebook, twitter and etc.) sites. 

The data should contains all traffic related data extracted from websites and forums. 
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Fig. 1 Architecture of TSA system 

 

  Secondly, by computational production of the TSA system can be used to perform pre-

processing of collected data, stemming and predicts the polarity of a sentence or document by 

analysing the occurring patterns of such words in text by applying rules on text. It‟s calculate 

polarity on basis of rule applied and calculate weight of word in sentences. 

Finally the TSA system can be further developed to predict the polarity of particular data 

and evaluate the result in the graphical format as per user‟s opinion. 

 

Rule Based Approach: 

Here the extracted text from sites are with stemming and pre-processing, POS tagging 

concept applied. Here in sentences identify S (subject word), D ( degree word) and 

N(negation word ).    

For sentiment analysis of traffic firstly required the words from traffic domain. To solve 

this, our main task is to maintain the sentiment lexicon of traffic. Also required the to 

maintain traffic word‟s sentiment polarity. In this source differentiate the positive and 

negative words with different sets.  
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Sr. 

No. 
Rules Example Formula 

1 S + D 

good | 

convenient | 

more | great 
P = Ps + Pd 

2 D + S 

Forever | 

support | 

absolute | safe 

3 N + S 
not | safe not | 

beautiful 
P = - Ps  

4 N + D +S 

not | very | 

safe 

not | very | 

dangerous 

P = -(1/3 )* 

Ps * Pd 

5 D + N + S very | safe P = - Pd * Ps 

 

Table 1. Defined Rules 

 

For rule based approach the construction of rule very essential part because the sentiment of 

traffic sentiment is depends on the location and comparison of sentiment words [19].  The 

semantic rule of sentiment is based on the pattern of sentiment word S, negation/modifiers N 

and degree words D. The SND pattern is checked with extracted text and calculates its 

polarity of sentences. Modifiers are placed near to sentiment word. Here in above Table 1 

defined rules which applied on the sentences. 

Here calculating the polarity of each sentences which matched with our defined rules. 

Sentiment analysis also checks the weight of special traffic sentiment words those are used in 

these sentences. Here TSA sentiment words phase contains the dictionary in which all the 

words including traffic also have assigned value. When calculate sentiment the words are 

checked into this dictionary. 

 

 

Algorithm for finding polarity of sentences and document using Rule Based. 

  Word, sentence, and document levels are the levels for finding sentiment. Firstly we 

decompose a document into sentences and determine the sentiment polarity of each sentence.  

The polarity scores of all the sentences are combined to compute for the overall polarity of the 

entire document. [13]  

Steps: 

1. A set of texts as input collected from various social sites and web as a text „t‟ 

2. Do pre-processing on texts t. 

3. Perform checking whether t is on document or sentence level. 

4. If t is sentence level perform, 

a. Perform SND extraction operation on it 

//Apply rule for pattern checking 

b. Calculate polarity Pt of texts t. 

5. End 

6. Else if  it found that t is document level then 
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7. Apply fragmentation of t and in to number of   sentences{S1….Sn} 

8. Again For each sentence Si 

9. Do 4 to 7  and calculate polarity of each sentence, Psi 

10. Do the extraction of sentences features 

11. For each sentence Si, calculating weighting Wi,  
12. End for 

13. For calculating polarity of whole document  

14. Pt = ⅀ PsiWi 

15. End if 

16. Do the sentiment classification on Pt 

17. Output will be generated as Sentiment polarity of text t 

The Ps  is sentiment polarity of a sentence. Ps is calculated according matching pattern of 

SND. 

 

IV. RESULT 

By using the rule based approach algorithm in which matching the pattern of SND words 

with extracted texts. Our proposed system processes on traffic data set and calculate polarity 

of each sentences for traffic data. Here as per proposed approach, the expected result will be 

compared with Ku‟s algorithm. Result is compared on the basis of three parameters. 

Accuracy, Recall and Precision.[7] [8] 

 

 

 
Where,  

tp - Document being classified correctly as relating to a topic. 

fp - Document that is said to be related to the topic incorrectly. 

tn - Documents that should not be marked as being in a particular topic and are not. 

fn - Document that is not marked as related to a topic but should be. 

Accuracy is the portion of all true predicted instances against all predicted instances. An 

accuracy of 100% means that the predicted instances are exactly the same as the actual 

instances. Precision is the portion of true positive predicted instances against all positive 

predicted instances. Recall is the portion of true positive predicted instances against all actual 

positive instances.  Result will be increased by applying rule on the data. So it will give more 

accurate result as compared to Ku‟s algorithm.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have observed and underlined that sentiment analysis or opinion mining 

plays a vital role in decision making. This paper gives their contribution to the real-world 

application. We have proposed Web-based TSA to recognize the traffic related problems in a 

humanizer way. This paper presents the real-time web monitoring system which collect the 

live for the detection of safety related patterns from web data. Also applied rules on web 

collected data simply give correct result as per users opinions. 
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VI. FUTURE WORK 

Here we are developing new rules which are applied on the web traffic data, gives correct 

accurate result. Also as per location we are updating user result and by using map provide 

new way for travelling has less traffic problems. 
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